APPENDIX B
Rural Study Areas Zoning Options

Rural Study Area (RSA) Rezone Analysis
I.

Goals and Objectives

The Whatcom County Rural Land Study: A Collaborative Report Identifying Rural Areas of Agricultural
Significance was produced and presented to the Whatcom County Council in 2007. It was a research
document meant to provide guidance in the development of heightened agricultural protection
measures for the areas identified. The primary objective of the study was to identify and map areas
within the Rural-5 and Rural-10 zones that are of agricultural significance and may require additional
protection to ensure the long-term viability of agriculture in the county. The County reaffirmed its
intention to protect the Rural Study Areas (RSA) in 2011 when it incorporated the task of “Reviewing
rural study area agricultural designation process” into its Agricultural Strategic Plan (Whatcom County
Agricultural Strategic Plan, pg. 11).
This current staff paper analyzes potentially rezoning these RSAs (comprising 21,950 acres) from their
respective Rural district (R-5 and R-10) to a Small Lot Agriculture District (Ag-5 or Ag-10) at densities
higher than the County’s current Agriculture zone (Ag-40). Such a small-lot ag district could add
heightened protection to these productive agricultural areas by: 1) reducing the types and number of
non-agricultural uses and increasing the types and number of permitted agricultural uses in these areas;
and 2) reducing the likelihood of the affected parcels being taken out of ag use by rezoning them to
increase residential density in the future.
This paper will discuss the County’s current status on agricultural land preservation (where we’ve come
from to where we are), the next steps for a small-lot ag rezone, a schedule for completion, pros and
cons of such an action, and an alternatives analysis of various densities.

II.

Agricultural Protection in Whatcom County

The Whatcom County Council designated Agricultural Lands of Long Term Commercial Significance in
1991 as directed by the Growth Management Act. These GMA-designated agricultural lands currently
make up Whatcom County’s agriculture zone, which has a density of 1 residence per 40 acres. According
to the Whatcom County Agricultural Land Cover Analysis (2013), the total acres in the County’s
agriculture zone is 84,211 (GIS analysis). Whatcom County rural zoned land does not include land
designated under GMA as agriculture lands of long term commercial significance, but it does include
many working farms as well as prime agricultural soils. The Whatcom County Council has established
100,000 acres as the amount of land needed to sustain a viable agricultural economy in the county
(Resolution 2009-040).

A.

Agricultural Protection Overlay (APO) Zone

In an attempt to add heightened protection to agricultural lands outside the Ag zone, Whatcom County
enacted an Agriculture Protection Overlay (APO) zone in 1997. The purpose of the APO is to promote
and encourage commercial agricultural activity, meet long-term agricultural needs not otherwise met in
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the Agriculture zone district, provide a reasonable mix of uses and activities which may enhance the
economic resources available to the farmer, and provide for a variety of uses within the rural areas
which are not inconsistent with or incompatible with the use of lands within these areas for agricultural
uses.
APO protection is enacted when an application for subdivision on a lot larger than 20 acres covered by
the APO is started. For the APO to apply, a parcel must have at least 50% APO soils (as listed in WCC
20.38.040)1, and/or a majority of the property must be enrolled in the Agricultural Open Space tax
program. Parcels to which the APO applies, but that are smaller than 20 acres, are exempt from the
clustering required by the zone. Applied at the time of subdivision, the APO uses cluster zoning in order
to allow development on one portion of a parcel, while leaving the remaining portion (called the reserve
tract) available for agricultural use. APO protections and requirements are only initiated at the time of
property subdivision. Therefore, agricultural protection in the rural zoned areas of the county is random,
non-contiguous, and highly scattered (Figure 1).
Besides the APO being sporadic and random, and the fact that it only applies to parcels 20 acres or
larger; another criticism is that the reserve tracts that are supposed to be available for agriculture are
not being used for agricultural purposes. The reason(s) behind that are unknown but can be speculated.
It could be because the cluster of housing makes it difficult to use large farm equipment on the tract. It
could be because the land was never very suitable for agriculture in the first place (not prime soils
where the reserve tract is located). Or it could be because when ownership turns over on an APO
cluster, the new owners might not intend to farm the reserve tract, but rather keep it as open/ green
space. Another issue could be that the land needed for building houses is the same land that would be
productive agriculture ground. In some of the APO clusters, the clusters look like they are sitting on the
level, well-drained, and productive soils while the reserve tract may be wet or forested.
In August 2014, staff did a study on all the APO clusters in the county to see if the clusters were
functioning in the way they were meant to. An initial review of the Whatcom County Planning
Department Short Plat and Long Plat database revealed that since 1997 a total of 89 APO cluster short
plats and 3 APO cluster long plats have been filed. These documents were reviewed by staff for APO
soils, vegetation type, state of development, and current agricultural use. After performing a satellite
photo survey, properties with questionable agricultural use were then subject to a drive-by visual review
to determine compatibility of APO cluster development and agricultural reserve tract use.
What was found (Table 1: APO Cluster Analysis) was that of the total 92 APO development applications
enacted between 1997 and 2014, 41 parcels (45%) effectively demonstrate the value and functionality
of this program. These developments occurred in a cluster allowing sufficient contiguous space for
1

APO soils were selected as part of enacting the APO. The County, in consultation with the Natural Resource
Conservation Service (NRCS) and local farmers, performed a LESA evaluation for all R-5 and R-10 zoned lands
outside of UGA’s. A LESA (Land Evaluation Site Assessment) score is acquired by assessing soil, acreage,
surrounding uses, development pressure, etc. After the LESA was conducted, the soils in the areas with the highest
LESA scores were then added to the list of APO soils as cited in WCC 20.38.040.
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agriculture to continue. It should be noted that the vast majority of reserve tracts are being used for hay
production. An additional 12 development clusters (13%) exhibit a notable degree of continued
agricultural function, but do not function as commercial agriculture, i.e., they have attributes more
associated with hobby farms. Fourteen clusters (15%) have managed to maintain open space sufficient
to support agriculture, but are not currently being farmed. Twenty-five clusters (27%) clearly do not
support functional agricultural activities. The majority of these have soils that are dominated by APO
soils and the clusters are effective in conserving a contiguous block of land even if the parcel is not used
as agriculture. In these cases, the reserve tracts are typically forested or characterized by wetlands.
Given the original purpose of the Agriculture Protection Overlay, the subsequent planned and enacted
subdivisions have been successful in maintaining 'farmable' acreages alongside clustered
development. Seventy three percent of all APO short plat developments exhibit active agricultural
activity or have managed to maintain a reserve tract that could be used as agriculture at some point in
the future. As an unintended consequence, APO clustered development manages to also encourage
protection of contiguous forested and wetland areas. The APO cluster development requirements have
resulted in preserving a significant amount of acreage for continued agricultural use. There are a total of
2,050 acres in the reserve tracts of the 92 APO clusters. This would mean that the APO maintains
1,496.5 acres (73%) as either active agriculture or usable for agriculture in the future. The average size
of an APO reserve tract is 22.3 acres. The range of parcel sizes varies from 6 acres to 70 acres. Please see
Table 1: APO Cluster Analysis for more information regarding the review of APO clusters in the county.
With the potential rezone of the rural study areas, the County Council and Planning Commission should
also consider what to do with the APO. The APO covers a larger area than the rural study areas, but the
rural study areas have been identified specifically for the agricultural value, whereas some of the APO
clusters have been on questionable agricultural ground. The APO only covers parcels larger than 20
acres. If the County just re-designates the R-5 and R-10 parcels within the rural study areas to Ag-5 and
Ag-10, with no associated loss of density or potential development rights, it would be beneficial to still
have the APO covering the parcels larger than 20 acres to keep them intact.

B.

Small-Lot Agricultural District

During their 2013-2014 meeting year, the Agricultural Advisory Committee (AAC) has been discussing
potentially creating a new Small-Lot Agricultural District (SLAD) with two zones: Ag-5 and A-10, and
rezoning the Rural Study Areas to them (R-5 to Ag-5 and R-10 to Ag-10).
1.
Uses
The AAC first reviewed a comparison of uses allowed in the Rural and Agricultural zones and made
recommendations on what uses should be allowed in the potential zones. These potential zones were
crafted to more closely resemble the existing Ag zone than the Rural, but with some acknowledgement
of existing allowed uses in the Rural zone, and an acknowledgement that not all large uses allowed in
the standard Ag zone would be appropriate for smaller Ag zones. Thus, there are some uses that
currently are allowed in the Rural zone but not proposed for the proposed Small-Lot Ag zones. These
include:
3
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•
•
•
•

•
•

Schools in rural communities and short-term planning areas (5.100)
State education facilities (5.130) (unless it is related to agricultural operation training, which
is allowed)
Churches, educational and religious training institutions, summer camps and cemeteries
(5.200).
Private or public, commercial and noncommercial outdoor recreation facilities including golf
courses, playing fields for outdoor sports and other facilities consistent with the purpose of
this district
Public campgrounds (6.900) and summer camp-type facilities (6.930)
Type II (15.320) and Type III (15.330) solid waste handling facilities

However, some new uses currently not allowed in Rural would be allowed per their recommendation.
These include:
•
•
•
•
•

Regional parks not included in an adopted city or county Comprehensive Plan or Park Plan
(6.200)
Wildlife animal rescue hospitals and/or rehabilitation facilities (12.100)
On-farm mushroom substrate production, when substrate is used solely on-site for the
growing and harvesting of mushrooms (14.600)
Any use on the farm which is ancillary to the normal operation of the primary permitted
uses
Retirement and convalescent homes; social and health rehabilitation centers; day care
centers; mini-day care centers; and adult care centers not in a family dwelling; and other
health-related services consistent with the purpose of the district.

2.
Setbacks
Staff also provided the AAC with draft amendments to the setback regulations that would be necessary
were these zones adopted.
3.
District Text
Staff then prepared and provided to the AAC draft language for these zones, again based primarily on
the existing Ag zone, but with acknowledgement of the Rural zone and the smaller minimum parcel sizes
– a blending if you will.

III.

GMA Consistency

The GMA requires agricultural resource lands to be designated and conserved (RCW 36.70A.170).
According to RCW 36.70A.030(2), agricultural resource lands are defined as:
Land primarily devoted to the commercial production of horticultural, viticulture, floricultural,
dairy, apiary, vegetable, or animal products, or of berries, grain, hay, straw, turf, seed, Christmas
trees not subject to the excise tax imposed by RCW 84.33.100 through 84.33.140, finfish in
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upland hatcheries, or livestock, and that has long-term commercial significance for agricultural
production.
There is nothing in this requirement that requires minimum lot size for agricultural resource lands,
though accessory uses on agricultural lands must also be limited.
The GMA also suggests following the recommendations to designate agricultural resource lands found in
WAC 365-190-050:
Lands should be considered for designation as agricultural resource lands based on three factors:
a) The land is not already characterized by urban growth. To evaluate this factor, counties and
cities should use the criteria contained in WAC 365-196-310.
b) The land is used or capable of being used for agricultural production. This factor evaluates
whether lands are well suited to agricultural use based primarily on their physical and
geographic characteristics. Some agricultural operations are less dependent on soil quality than
others, including some livestock production operations.
i.
Lands that are currently used for agricultural production and lands that are capable of
such use must be evaluated for designation. The intent of a landowner to use land for
agriculture or to cease such use is not the controlling factor in determining if land is used
or capable of being used for agricultural production. Land enrolled in federal conservation
reserve programs is recommended for designation based on previous agricultural use,
management requirements, and potential for reuse as agricultural land.
ii.
In determining whether lands are used or capable of being used for agricultural
production, counties and cities shall use the land-capability classification system of the
United States Department of Agriculture Natural Resources Conservation Service as
defined in relevant Field Office Technical Guides. These eight classes are incorporated by
the United States Department of Agriculture into map units described in published soil
surveys, and are based on the growing capacity, productivity and soil composition of the
land.
c) The land has long-term commercial significance for agriculture. In determining this factor,
counties and cities should consider the following nonexclusive criteria, as applicable:
i.
The classification of prime and unique farmland soils as mapped by the Natural Resources
Conservation Service;
ii.
The availability of public facilities, including roads used in transporting agricultural
products;
iii.
Tax status, including whether lands are enrolled under the current use tax assessment
under chapter 84.34 RCW and whether the optional public benefit rating system is used
locally, and whether there is the ability to purchase or transfer land development rights;
iv.
The availability of public services;
v.
Relationship or proximity to urban growth areas;
vi.
Predominant parcel size;
5
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vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.

Land use settlement patterns and their compatibility with agricultural practices;
Intensity of nearby land uses;
History of land development permits issued nearby;
Land values under alternative uses; and
Proximity to markets.

While the WAC guidelines are only considered to be recommendations, the RSAs that are identified in
the Whatcom County Rural Land Study do meet the three factors listed above.
From an initial look at the GMA requirements, the County seems to be within their legal authority with
the rezone. However, there are a couple of concerns.
One concern that has arisen regarding developing a new Small-Lot Agricultural District is the possibility
for property owner-initiated rezones of existing Ag-40 parcels to Ag-5 or Ag-10. This would not serve the
purpose of keeping large contiguous areas of land in agriculture and would need to be prevented. The
County would need firewall policy language in the Comp Plan that prevents current Ag-40 designated
parcels from gaining more density as an Ag-5 or Ag-10 (except, perhaps under extraordinary
circumstances).
Another GMA concern is whether County would be doing enough by merely rezoning the rural study
areas without reducing density; that to truly protect agricultural lands the density should also be
lowered. This issue is discussed further in the next section.

IV.

Alternative Density Scenarios

To address this, and explore stronger ways of discouraging the conversion of farm land to residential
uses, staff has developed several alternative density scenarios for the RSAs for analysis (changes in uses
as described above would still apply).
No Action – Under this scenario, everything would remain the same; no changes to zoning.
Scenario 1 – This option would be an across the board rezone, from R-5 to Ag-5 and R-10 to Ag-10.
Scenario 2 – This option would entail rezoning parcels smaller than 10 acres to Ag-10, parcels
between 10-20 acres to Ag-20, and parcels larger than 20 acres to Ag-40. (There would be no new Ag-5
zone created in this case.)
Scenario 3 – This option would rezone all parcels in the RSAs to Ag-10. (There would be no new Ag-5
or Ag-20 zone created in this case, either.)
The department’s GIS specialist analyzed the build-out potential of the RSA’s with their current zoning
vs. the build-out potential of these different density scenarios. (Figure 2, Figure 3, and Figure 5.)
Scenario 1 would not change the build-out potential. Scenario 2 would remove 1,087 potential dwelling
units (from the current 1,877 to 790). And Scenario 3 would remove approximately 587 potential
6
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dwelling units (from the current 1,877 to 1,290). (Table 1) Staff also created Figure 4 to show how many
parcels would be affected by the Scenario 2 (approximately 387 parcels would lose at least one
development right).
Under scenarios 2 and 3, landowners would lose density and development rights. In Whatcom County,
the average value of a residential development right in R-5/R-10 zoning is approximately $35,000 (based
on past PDR purchases on R-5 and R-10). This could have financial impacts to landowners who might be
relying on their development rights as retirement assets. The County could help mitigate those losses
through both its existing PDR program and by implementing a new Transfer of Development Rights
(TDR) program. If the PDR program were used, the County could offer compensation from the
Conservation Futures Fund for lost development rights. With the potential build-out numbers of existing
zoning vs. the down-zone to Ag-10, Ag-20, and Ag-40, and considering the average price per
development right of $35,000; the cost to compensate for all densities lost in that scenario would be
approximately $35 million. Currently the Conservation Futures Fund has a balance of$ 4.2 million, and
collects an additional $1 million per year. With no other expenses coming out of the Conservation
Futures Fund, and assuming the cost of a development right stayed stable at $35,000, it would take
approximately 30 years to pay off all landowners who lost densities in this scenario. However, a new
TDR program that included eligible RSA parcels could also offer affected landowners another option to
monetize their development rights without the impact of converting valuable agricultural land to nonfarm uses.
Scenario

Description

No
Action

R-5 & R-10 (no
change)

1,877

1,877

0

1

R-5 to Ag-5
R-10 to Ag-10
< 10 ac to Ag 10
10 – 20 ac to Ag-20
> 20 ac to Ag-40
All RSA parcels to Ag10

1,877

1,877

0

1,877

790

1,087

1,877

1,290

587

2

3

V.

Existing Potential
DUs

New Potential
DUs

Potential DUs
Removed

Next Steps/Schedule

The County is working with our consultant BERK & Associates on developing an Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) on the 2016 Comprehensive Plan (Comp Plan) update. The County’s EIS consultant,
BERK, will be analyzing these scenarios in the Comp Plan EIS.
The AAC will be working in the fall/spring of 2014 and 2015 to finalize the draft code language for the
new potential zones. Staff will need formal recommendations from the AAC by May 2015.
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Staff and the AAC are also working on updating the agriculture section of the resource lands chapter for
the Comp Plan update. The Planning Commission is anticipated to begin their review of the Comp Plan
chapters in spring 2015.
Summer 2014
EIS on Comp Plan Update to
include rezone analysis

Fall/Spring 2014/2015
Get formal recommendations
from the AAC regarding rezone

8

Spring 2015
Policy discussion on rezone at
council
Planning commission discussion
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Figure 1. APO Cluster Plats
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Figure 2. Rural Study Area Build-Out Potential under No Action and Rezone Scenario 1

-Fully Built Out – 2556 parcels
-Potential for 1 additional development right – 646 parcels
-Potential for 2 additional development rights – 94 parcels
-Potential for 3+ additional development rights – 213 parcels
11
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Figure 3. Rural Study Area Build-Out under Rezone Scenario 2

-Fully Built Out – 2745 parcels
-Potential for 1 additional development right – 759 parcels
-Potential for 2 additional development rights – 4 parcels
-Potential for 3+ additional development rights – 1 parcel
12
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Figure 4. Potential Development Right Change under Rezone Scenario 2

-No loss of development right – 3122 parcels
-Potential for loss of 1 development right – 137 parcels
-Potential for loss of 2-10 development rights – 244 parcels
-Potential for loss of 11 or more development rights – 6 parcels
13
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Figure 5. Rural Study Area Build-Out under Rezone Scenario 3

-Fully Built Out – 2641 parcels
-Potential for 1 additional development right – 675 parcels
-Potential for 2 additional development rights – 95 parcels
-Potential for 3 or more additional development rights – 98 parcels
14
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Table 1: APO Cluster Analysis
APO Cluster
Active Ag Use
Reserve Tract
Developed?
Name
Acreage
The following properties exhibit active agriculture alongside residential development.
Altona Vista
Pasture grass(or other crop)
22
partially
Cluster
developed
Bailey Estates
active hay production
24
fully
Cluster
developed
Baker Ridge
Active, maintains farming on
53
partially
20 good acres, and preserves
developed
30 acres for quasi-ag land

Platted lots and Reserve
Tract Land Use

% APO
Soil

reserve tract in pasture, no
ag on lots
barn

30%

half of reserve tract is in
good condition for Ag,
other half of reserve tract
is probably suitable for
livestock
possible pasture or grazing
land
active hay production

~100%

active hay production

50%

partially
developed
fully
developed

ag use on pasture, 25%
total
active hay production

80%

fully
developed
partially
developed
fully
developed
fully
developed
fully
developed
fully
developed
fully
developed
fully
developed
partially
developed
partially
developed

crops of some sort

100%

hay

50%

reserve tract in row crops

95%

hay

95%

hay

95%

hay

100%

hay

100%

active hay production

95%

still in hay

90%
30%

40%

Bantam Acres

cow pasture plus barns

27

Bertha View
Estate Cluster
Cameron Ridge

active hay production

15

active hay production, not
pure pasture, lots of weeds,
non-target plants
active hay production

29 (shared
w/Cheyanne
Ridge)
14

Cheyanne
Ridge

active hay production

Conifer Drive

row crops

29(shared
w/Cameron
Ridge)
34

Connelly
Heights
Esther's Cluster

active hay production

13

row crops

30

Foundation
No. 2
Foundation
No. 3
Foundation
No. 4
Fretz Ridge

active hay production

15

active hay production

15

active hay production

14

active hay production

31

AM Grandview
Hill
Grape

active hay production

14

active hay production

26

Hanson
Heights

reserve tract is a dairy
operation, some hay
production

14

Hawthorne
Meadows
Phase 2
Hawthorne
Meadows
Phase 3

reserve tract is majority hay
production

54 (shared with
Hawthorne 3)

partially
developed

reserve tract in hay
production, undeveloped
lot still used for hay
production
pasture/hay with some
natural habitat as well

reserve tract is majority hay
production

54 (shared with
Hawthorne 2)

partially
developed

pasture/hay with some
natural habitat as well

Cherry Hill APO

partially
developed
fully
developed
fully
developed

15

60%

55%
60%

50%

40%
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APO Cluster
Name
Hornstra
Meadows APO
AM Kaymar
Cluster
Krebs APO

Used for cattle

Reserve Tract
Acreage
15

row crops

15

Property currently being
hayed
active hay production,
possibly horses
small number of cattle,
relatively unmanaged pasture
active hay
production/barn/row
crops/greenhouse
active hay production

20

active hay production

15

Molly's
Meadow
O. Zander APO
Cluster
On Goshen
Pond
Ramerman
APO
Sam's Cluster

active hay production

22

active hay production

16

active hay production

17

berries

15

berries

26

Squalicum Lake
APO
Stella's Cluster

cattle

42

active hay production

13

Three Valley
Cluster APO

active hay production

Tree Frog Lane
APO
Webster
Meadows APO
White Swan
Retreat Cluster
APO
Yule Time

active hay production

30(shared with
White Swan
Retreat Cluster)
40

berries

30

active hay production

30(shared with
Three Valley
Cluster)
13

Larson Heights
May's Ridge
McCarty Creek
APO
Mission Valley
Estates
Misty Acres

Active Ag Use

pastured poultry

Developed?

Platted lots and Reserve
Tract Land Use
riparian zone, 80% open
space/ag
majority in row crops,
berries maybe
40% forest, 50% pasture
grass
hay

% APO
Soil
90%

unmanaged pasture, few
cattle
pasture grass plus riparian
buffer belt

80%

fully
developed
fully
developed
fully
developed
partially
developed
fully
developed
partially
developed
fully
developed
partially
developed
fully
developed
partially
developed

hay

none

hay

100%

hay

75%

100% pasture

100%

hay

95%

100% open space/ag

100%

berries

90%

25% lake, 75% open
space/ag
mostly ag

60%

100% open space/ag

90%

partially
developed
partially
developed
partially
developed

100% open space and
wetlands
100% open space and
agriculture
100% open space and
agriculture

35%

partially
developed
fully
developed
fully
developed
partially
developed
partially
developed
partially
developed

15
22
46

22

100%
40%
45%

3%

100%

100%
80%

fully
75% open space
95%
developed
The following properties exhibit active agriculture with no development or exhibit partial development with active agriculture
on a smaller portion of reserve tract.
Appel
pasture supporting a dairy
29
no
pasture grass
85%
Meadows APO
development
Arcadia View
active hay production
14
no
hay production
100%
APO
development
Cost A Plenty
active hay production
52
no
hay production
100%
APO
development
Glenn Rosa
berries
14
no
reserve tract in berries,
100%
APO
development
platted lots in grass

16
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APO Cluster
Name
H Street
Meadows

Active Ag Use
pasture

Reserve Tract
Acreage
49

Hoff Road APO

silage corn

17

Developed?
partially
developed

Platted lots and Reserve
Tract Land Use
majority
forested/shrubland with
small pasture area
actively farmed with creek
buffer

no
development
Nancy's Folly
active hay production
15
no
APO
development
R.M. Sturtz
Actively farmed, though only
21
partially
40% forested wetland, 60%
APO
partially developed
developed
grassland
Triple J Farms
llama, lots of fence
14
no
Majority flat ag land with
Phase 2
infrastructure
development
creek
Triple J Farms
llama, lots of fence
14
no
Majority flat ag land with
Phase 3
infrastructure
development
creek
Triple J Farms
llama, lots of fence
14
no
Majority flat ag land with
Phase 4
infrastructure
development
creek
Vahl Meadows active hay production
19
partially
30% Forest, 70% open
developed
space, steep slope
Van Boven
silage corn
30
no
100% open space and
APO
development
agriculture
The following properties effectively maintain open space for agriculture but are not currently farmed.
Back Twenty
not currently farmed,
21
no
60% treed, 40% open space
remnant apple orchards, still
development
open space
EKK APO
No active Ag use, grass is not
31
partially
30% Ag, 60% forested
being cut, large trees have
developed
been planted in significant
section of ag fields
Ericka Cluster
fence infrastructure, no
17
fully
reserve tract in unmanaged
animals visible, no visible hay
developed
pasture
production
Farmhouse
possible use for cattle, did not 29
partially
75% grass/open space, 25%
APO
verify current use
developed
forested
Hank's Hill
horses, unmanaged pasture
15
partially
pasture
developed
KBJ No.1 APO
No active Ag use
15
partially
66% forested hillside, 33%
developed
grassland
L & J King APO
Not actively farmed, could
33
partially
10% forested wetland, 90%
be…
developed
open space
Menze Mtn.
unmanaged pasture
22
partially
unmanaged pasture
View
developed
R & A APO
Not currently farmed, still
18
partially
90% pasture
significant open space
developed
Shagren
Not actively farmed
15
partially
30% forested wetland, 60%
Meadows APO
developed
open space
St. Francis APO No active ag
27
partially
70% open space/ag, 30%
developed
forested wetland
Stremler Short
possible hay or inactive
15
fully
mostly fallow grassland
Plat
pasture
developed
Svedin APO
No active ag, lots of wetlands
30
partially
60% forested, 40% open
developed
space/grass
Tellefsen
reserve tract in unmanaged
22
partially
unmanaged pasture, no
Estates
pasture
developed
animals

17

% APO
Soil
20%

<10%
80%
100%
0%
0%
0%
85%
95%

5%

90%

100%

100%
100%
25%
20%
100%
100%
100%
0%
35%
75%
10%
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APO Cluster
Name
Audra APO

Active Ag Use
No Ag, Completely forested

Reserve Tract
Acreage
20

Baker-Lange
Cluster
Beyond
Goshen
Canyon Lane
APO
Cedarsong

fully treed

21

treed

15

forested

18

forested

15

Creekside
Project Cluster
Crystal Springs
APO Cluster
Dakota Creek
Meadows

forested

6

Most reserve land is forest
and sub-prime farm ground
No active Ag use, mostly
forested

49

Gustafson
Family APO

22

partially
developed

Hawthorne
Meadows
Holz/Schmid
APO

No active Ag use, cluster
design does not maintain very
functional contiguous farm
ground
wetlands with diverse
groundcover, natural habitat
No active Ag use, wetland,
hillside

36

partially
developed
fully
developed

Jemm APO

No active ag use, forested

15

Jonni Linn APO

No Ag use, forested

15

Lake Terrell
Vista
Leslie
Thompson APO
Mount Vista
Estates
Otter
Meadows APO

forested lake side

15

No active Ag use

16

forest, natural habitat

16

No Ag use, forested

17

R & D Cluster

all planted in CREP

31

fully
developed

R & S Cluster

no ag use, steep slope, lots of
blackberries
forested

13

cattle on lot 3, reserve tract is
forested

70

fully
developed
partially
developed
partially
developed

Rudy's Short
Plat
Spencer
Ahrens APO

Developed?
no
development
partially
developed
fully
developed
no
development
fully
developed
fully
developed
partially
developed
partially
developed

25

27

partially
developed
no
development
no
development
no
development
partially
developed
partially
developed

15

18

Platted lots and Reserve
Tract Land Use
fully treed

% APO
Soil
100%

forested

65%

forested

100%

no ag used, forested

80%

no ag used, forested

65%

forested

0%

lots developed, remainder
in grass/forest
35% open space/grass, 50%
forested, 15% powerlines
right of way
50% reserve tract forested,
50% reserve tract open
space

80%

wetlands/natural habitat

none

65% open space, 35%
forested, developed in
exempt reserve tracts as
well
80% wetland, remainder
open space, non-ag
55% forest, 10% wetland,
35% open space, grass,
non-ag
95% forested

<10%

Mixed grass and forest

75%

no crops

60%

40% forested wetland, 15%
grassland, remainder
surrounds houses
Large CREP project with
mature wetland planting
and new CREP project
installed in past 1 to 2
years.
wetlands/natural habitat

100%

forested

80%

65% open space, 35%
forest

65%

100%

<10%

60%
50%

90%

95%

7%
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APO Cluster
Name
Stillwater
Estates APO

Active Ag Use

Developed?

No active ag

Reserve Tract
Acreage
30

Telegraph Trail

No active ag use

15

Thatched Roof
APO
Wilding APO

No active ag use

15

No active ag use

15

no
development
partially
developed
no
development

partially
developed

19

Platted lots and Reserve
Tract Land Use
70% forested, 8%
water/wetland, 22% open
space, grass
100% forested

% APO
Soil
95%

60% forested, 40% open
space/grass
80% forested, 20% open
space

90%

95%

75%

